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MARCH FIELD NOTES

Species Spotlight:

This spring might have you seeing spots!

The native species for this month's WVLT Species Spotlight can be identified by it’s

distinct yellow spots, and the invasive species is an early blooming flower that looks

like bright yellow spots on a still brown background.

Learn about the Spotted Salamanders (native amphibian) and the Lesser Celandine

(invasive plant) HERE. 

A Need for Green!

Around here, March gets us “thinking green” with St. Patrick’s Day and the official

start of Spring.

Help us celebrate the month while also supporting the WVLT by donating and you

will receive an official WVLT neck gaiter. 

Aside from serving as a mask, the gaiters offer face protection and wind protection

while also keeping  your ears and neck warm. The gaiters can be used to keep hair

contained, and help with visibility on trails and roads. Or use it as a sweatband!

Available in two types of green: hi-viz neon green or sage green, one neck gaiter can

be yours for a donation of $30 or donate $50 to get two gaiters and give the other

gaiter to a friend!  We can ship them to you, or you can pick them up at our office

during scheduled times.

While supplies last!

Donate now.

*Gaiters are antimicrobial and machine washable*

Site Analysis for Pollinator Pathways - Part II

Welcome back for more

site analysis. Last month

the WVPP article covered

several critical areas

including Sun/ Shade,

Moisture, Soils, and Slope/

Drainage/ Topography.  If

you missed Part I and

want to start at the

beginning, click here.
This month we’ll continue

our analysis with a look at

Ecoregions, Wildlife,

Wind, Views, Plants,

Structure and

History. Click here for
more.
 

iNaturalist Competition
on the Wallkill Valley Rail Trail

Venturing outside has been a solo experience for so many of us over the past year, but

there are still ways to connect with others through exploration! One blossoming

network is that of the iNaturalist community science project, celebrating biodiversity

in all outdoor spaces across the globe.

 

Join WVLT on our newest project using this app and website to learn about the plants

and animals in our local public spaces - you might even win a prize! Explore

iNaturalist and our competition.
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